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Ideas Are Presented And Discussed For Consideration For Special Topic Sessions 

 

I Would Be Interested In The Bible Story Of Creation And Adam And Eve 

 

Oh, yes, good old Adam and Eve. This is a topic that you would perhaps want the 

analogy discussed as it relates to the current illusion that you are in. This is perhaps an 

interesting discussion. 

 

In The New Testament, What Jesus Actually Said And Did, Or If It Was An Interpretation 

 

There are certain parts of the New Testament I feel that it is really Jesus speaking, when he 
speaks, you know, as in the Lilies of the Field, "you must become as children," and then I hear 
about, you know, the Coming with the Sword, that does not sound like Jesus to me. I feel that the 
later writers and later people have put themselves into Jesus' mouth. 

 

Indeed. Indeed. Yes. This is a common situation that occurs when any of the information 

that has come through from other dimensions, once it, shall we say, hits the earth plane, 

it has, over time on the plane, misinterpretation, and this is true of all of the information, 

be it from what you know as Christianity or what you know from Judaism, what you 

know from Mohammed and all of the ~ Moses, the Ten Commandments, as you know 

them now, are not quite the way they came through. And rest assured that the 

information that we have been giving, as it comes through in its purity, will, over time, 

be misinterpreted and have its own interpretation. This is predictable because of 

language that is on the plane. But we would be pleased to perhaps bring back some of 

what your concerns are into the pure form. Yes, we would be able to give you that type 

of information. 

 

Could You Discuss The Dead Sea Scrolls? 

 

And, you know, this would also tie in with discussions of how information changes 

through interpretations over time, for that which came through this particular source of 

what you speak has been, of course, interpreted different from its original, in some rather 

significant ways, actually, but that ~ you must remember this is all part of the earth 

plane illusion. Interpretations are given deliberately in certain areas for lessons. It is not 

an area that we become concerned about, but rather, know that in order for lessons to 

be learned, information must come through and then that information must wind its way 

through all of the what you would call the roadways, the little pathways, and become 

webs after a while. 

 

The purpose for cleansings is to help bring information back into a pure form, and this is 

what is occurring, of course, and that in order for the information that has come through 

over these past ten thousand earth plane years since the last major cleansing, it is time 
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now to take what is appropriate for information into The New Illusion, and that which is 

not appropriate will be left behind. 

 

Would You Discuss Cosmology At Your Level? 

 

Just to prove or disprove any current theories, perhaps talk a little bit about some of the current 
models and their relative validity, evolution of growth, stability, and so on. 

 

Yes, we would ~ again, you know, sources of information that come through from the 

different dimensions are all meant for movement upon the path that groups of entities 

have chosen, and the explanations of why things are takes on many, many different 

forms, and this is yet another of those forms to explain that which is unexplainable. And 

yes, it is part of the earth plane experience to have the seeking of understanding why 

things are unexplainable. So, we would give discussion to that. That could take many 

sessions of discussion, actually, especially if we were to bring in some of the more 

concrete thinkers in the general groupings and some of the scientists and those who must 

give concreteness to everything. 

 

Could you just elaborate on that? Science does not seek why things are not explainable, but 
rather they assume that things are explainable in the ~ they go and they make their explanation, 
so everything from quantum mechanics to atoms and all that kind of stuff is, they assume that is 
all true. 

 

Oh, indeed. 

 

So, if you can, you know, put that into the session, it would be great. 

 

Oh, indeed. Yes, indeed. Nothing is unexplained! ☺ So, all has a reason, doesn’t it? 

 

Would You Address Issues Around Earth Healing And Our Relationship With Other Kingdoms? 

 

When you make the category of healing, would you address some issues around earth healing 
and about our relationship with the other kingdoms, communication between The Mineral 
Kingdom and the other kingdoms? I know you have addressed this before in sessions, but are 
there any things that we might need to be aware of in the coming shift to help the Souls though? 

 

It would be a most appropriate discussion, for while we have given much information 

regarding The Shift and much information regarding healing, we have, by design, not 

given much discussion to the interaction of all of the kingdoms and the relationships that 

the kingdoms have in the scheme of the earth plane as a training ground. We have, by 

deliberately not doing this type of discussion, waited for the appropriate time for the 

information to come through, and it nears now, and it would be an appropriate 

discussion for that which is the new year coming in the plane. So you could expect to 

have that topic discussed in that which is the New Year. 
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I Would Like You To Go Deeper Into The Topic Of Soul Memories 

 

Do they increase as The Shift comes nearer? I have a feeling that this whole dinosaur craze is just 
a massive soul memory. They have intensified as the time of The Shift comes closer. I know of a 
lot of the dreams I have been having, it seems like I am remembering things that have been, and 
seeing things that will be again. I am just curious if the Soul memories go both ways ~ forward 
and backward. 

 

Well, you know, it would be a most interesting discussion since ~ except for the earth 

plane, there is no time as you know it here, the concreteness of it, the beginning and the 

end, as you would call it. Energy exists simultaneously. It simply exists. And once you 

find yourself in other dimensions, you do find simply what you would call a panoramic 

view of Self, and that it is common for entities at the conscious level of the earth plane, 

in the concrete illusion, to, in either meditation or in the sleep state, move ever so 

slightly out of the concrete and into the panoramic dimensions of Self, and therefore you 

would see in a flash that which is for the entity. 

 

Soul memories, a discussion of Soul memories, would be appropriate within a particular 

context, which we will be most pleased to present. What we will need to do, however, 

is to bring this into levels of understanding, not just to jump into a discussion of 

panoramic perception, but to give what we like best to do, and that is the introductory 

level, and move along. So, we shall do that, and that will be an appropriate path to be 

following in that which will be the New Year. 

 

Would You Have A Discussion On Optimum Meditation Techniques? 

 

Would it be possible to have a discussion of meditation techniques and what might be considered 
an optimum approach? Precision meditation. 

 

Precision meditation. My, my, what an interesting combination, precision meditation. 

We like that. Optimum. You know, what we are planning, and this also will come in that 

which is the New Year, is to have a session, not one of the Public Sessions, but what you 

might call a workshop ~ yes, that is the earth plane terminology, on meditation and to 

work with any who would come, meditation in the way that is appropriate for Self. For 

we are on record, of course, in the emphasis that meditation should be something that 

feels appropriate for each entity, and that the difficulty seems to be with entities 

believing this. 

 

And, you see, we leave it up to each of you to find your optimum way, and many on 

the plane want to have ~ to be told exactly, "You must sit with a candle that is five 

inches tall and is white, and you must sit with your legs crossed and you must say a 

particular word," and this sort of ritual. And we do not say that this is incorrect, but what 

we do say is that for some that may be appropriate to help bring concreteness to that 
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which is not concrete, but that ultimately, and optimally, it is for each to find their 

highest form of meditation. 

 

And, yes, there are particular techniques that we can provide to help you, even in a large 

grouping, to find the optimum meditative awareness. And what you have presented 

simply is a highlighting of that which we have been planning to do. It would be several 

hours, as you call it on the plane, of time in which we would work with each who 

attends. 

 

Would You Talk About Ways To Deal With Energy Transferences? 

 

You indicated you will be giving more information specific to new energies and experiences we 
will be having relating to The New Illusion. It would be great to have some practical suggestions. 

 

Yes. Indeed. We will be, not especially in a special topic session, but as we go into the 

main topic of each year on the plane, be giving you the ways that you deal with the 

energy transferences. The energy transferences now are accelerating and many of you 

sense this, and many of you have a certain understanding of when an energy transference 

is occurring, especially if you are residing in this Energy Center, that which is the safe area 

for this geographic configuration. This is where energy transferences now will be 

heightened. Where Terra Lux finds itself physically located is what you can best know at 

earth plane level as an Energy Vortex, and it is beginning to be an Energy Vortex and will 

become fully when The New Illusion is in place. 

 

And thus, you will feel strong sensations. There will be heightened awarenesses. 

Oftentimes, you may find yourselves physically in this geographic area of Terra Lux 

because of the energy that is coming through. It may, as best as we can describe, for you 

each, sort of pop open an awareness, and you will be standing and not even aware. You 

would not be thinking. You may be speaking with someone else and you will suddenly 

know something. It could be any ~ it could be something coming from the Soul that 

suddenly you have the awareness, for there has been this pop-pop type of situation. 

 

We will be giving you guidance as events occur on the plane that are part of the major 

cleansing, the breakdown of concreteness. There will be ~ you know, it is so easy to talk 

of from this dimension, that there will be the breakdown of concreteness, but the ability 

to work within that concreteness. and to not let it get to you, is what we are here to 

help you with. And one of the reasons we have chosen this earth plane year to have the 

topic of Playtime on the Earth Plane, as we have indicated, is to help in the ~ in this very 

aspect, keeping the energy light, as the heaviness of the illusion can oftentimes weigh 

upon energies, and what to do about it, and how to pull yourself out of the mire, the 

muck that goes with it. 

 

Will You Be Talking Any More About Color And Sound? 
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Oh, indeed. Yes. That will be part of the remaining Public Sessions that are part of 

Playtime on the Earth Plane. We have some very specific discussions about to occur and 

it will lay the foundation, then, for subtopics that can come from them in the coming 

times. 

 

About The Mineral Kingdom, Some Staying, Some Going, And Some To Help The Earth 

 

Can you talk about some of the crystal family and maybe the ones that are staying and the ones 
that are going, and what we can maybe send down to The Underground Community to help them 
out, or to help the earth out, or ~  

 

We might. When the discussion of the interaction of all the different kingdoms occurs, 

part of that discussion will, of course, include The Underground, what you call The 

Underground Community and the underground energies that exist throughout the planet 

who will Be of Service when the earth shifts its energies. You are already being shown 

from The Mineral Kingdom examples of the new encasements coming, just as The 

Human Kingdom has already begun to see examples of new encasements coming for The 

New Illusion. The Animal Kingdom and The Plant Kingdom, all of the kingdoms are in 

their own way beginning to bring in encasements that will be in The New Illusion. That 

which you call the wind is bringing in part of new encasements for its kingdom. 

 

We would not recommend that you come to this Energy Vortex now ~ and when the 

wind is coming through as it does almost daily now, this energy transference ~ to stand 

and try to see these new encasements. ☺ It is not quite as concrete as that, as you would 

see it. It is in the form of light that wind now changes, and air, and fire, and water, all of 

the kingdoms, and some you do not know about. 

 

Another Topic Is Dieting ~ What Might Be Preferential, Or Better. For One Than For Another 

 

Ah, indeed. You know, we have given much information relating to food, but it would 

be appropriate to bring it now into a more advanced level of information. And when 

the categorizing has been completed and that topic of food and diet has been presented, 

so that we have given introductory information and several levels of understanding in 

that particular topic, that we would then present the more advanced discussions. And it 

would be most important that you have the prior information first so that you would 

then be able to understand the advanced information. We will most assuredly do that. 

Yes. 

 

A Big Topic Right Now Is The Subject Of Genes 

 

You have indicated that after the illusion, that will be one of the big places where there will be lots 
of lessons to be learned in part, but a lot of people now are saying it is all in the genes. It is the 
genes' fault. And that is going to be a big problem. 
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Only for the current illusion. It is part of the cleansing that such emphasis now focuses on 

everything being part of what you call heredity. It is such an illusion. It is most interesting 

to observe when illusions are winding down. We find from this dimension ~ you know, 

we spoke so many times of how we like to sit and watch The Universe with our clicker. 

We go from one story to the next, just like you all do with your televisions to see what is 

playing now. And here is an illusion coming to an end, click, and we watch all of the 

funny things that are occurring in the illusion, and this is a predictable situation. 

 

It happened when the Atlantis illusion was winding down. There was so much emphasis 

on genetics, as it is called on the plane. You will begin to see even more emphasis in this 

area as certain predispositions, as they are referred to, are attempted at being given 

concreteness, "Here is the reason,” you see. Your scientists, and this is their path, and this 

is all who would choose that particular incarnation as a scientist, to give explanation to 

something, give concreteness, and if concreteness is not found then their job is not done. 

They are not doing their job. And something like genes is as concrete as scientists can get 

in this illusion. So, it is only to be observed in a humorous way rather than taken with 

any seriousness that it is part of The New Illusion, for it is not. 

 

Has Mankind Patterned Ourselves Too Much After The Creator With Our Intentions? 

 

Do you think mankind has patterned ourselves too much after The Creator in trying to imprint our 
intentions on other beings? To create qualities that we would desire for our purposes? 

 

Well, you know, this is a topic that would be appropriate for one of our sessions. It is 

not a question that you pose, my love, now that we could answer in one or two 

sentences, for it relates to a very, very broad discussion, but it will be discussed most 

assuredly. 

 

Maybe A Topic Could Be About Amelius' Other Incarnations On The Earth Plane 

 

Amelius' other incarnations. I do not know if he wants you to know this. We would 

certainly discuss this issue with Amelius. He has allowed certain information to come 

through that indicates what he has incarnated through. However, you need to 

understand that your frame of reference is the current illusion, this ten thousand years 

since Atlantis, and Amelius has come through on several occasions during this ten 

thousand year time frame. However, it is not the totality of his experiences, and I am 

being instructed that there will be discussion at the board level of this request. 

 

A Topic Of Historical Situations, like George Washington, Might Be An Interesting Topic 

 

In the beginnings of the United States when George Washington and his statesmen were here, 
they all grouped together and came in at the same time ~ the time frame that historians have not 
really ~ it was a long time ago by earth plane years. 
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By earth plane years it was. However, from this dimension it was a time frame that was 

~ the illusion was beginning to end, you see, and that what you call historic records, that 

which you have as some item that you know about, there were documents left, presents 

to you currently on the plane a very limited frame of reference, only what you would 

call several hundred years on the plane, and that you need to understand that what 

occurred in that which is the formation of this geographic land mass that you currently 

abide in was needed for the progression of the cleansing, and that entities who were in 

during that particular time frame are no different in their training and their purpose than 

entities who are currently incarnated who are helping in the movement of the illusion. 

 

And thus, to give it a story line, as perhaps you are seeking, would not fall within the 

higher purpose realm. We could certainly give examples from the higher purpose realm 

of events that have been occurring, and are occurring, and that would simply fit into the 

series of events, but to pinpoint it and spotlight it as something more significant than any 

of the other cleansing events that are occurring, would do an injustice to your 

knowledge base. We will certainly include those types of situations as our information 

comes through, my love. 

 

A Look Into History In The Time 600 B.C. When Buddha And Confucius Came To Earth 

 

The  time that we call 600 B.C. around when Buddha and Confucius and other great beings came 
to earth, something was happening at that time. 

 

Yes, that is correct. Simply at points in every illusion there are significant entities who 

enter in to help move the illusion along, to bring in specific types of information and to 

bring about certain events that are needed for learning. It is as if they simply come in and 

plant the concreteness of an event or an activity that then brings masses of entities into 

certain energy configurations that will then for a time, perhaps two thousand years 

within the illusion, flow in the direction that the illusion needed to go in. So, we will 

indeed bring into some type of discussion what you have mentioned. It will, however, 

be contingent upon what the board gives for their opinion on Amelius, the question of 

Amelius, for it is connected. 

 

Would You Talk About The Writings Of The Entity Peace Pilgrim? 

 

Well, you know, our response to that is what we would respond to for any information. 

Any information that comes through is relevant to certain audiences, and that it is not for 

us to say that it is appropriate for any particular entity, but that if any entity were to be 

exposed to certain information and it felt appropriate for them, then it is appropriate for 

them. We are not about to say that some information is not appropriate, and that as it 

relates to the information that we give, all information relates to each other. It is simply 

stated in ways that some entities can understand and others find no understanding. 
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There are many, many who would hear our words and it would not be relevant for 

them, nor would it be appropriate, nor would they understand it, and yet we give the 

same information as others that come through. It just sounds different. The configuration 

of wording and the level that we bring in is appropriate for certain entities at this point 

in time. Our information will be appropriate as time goes on to entities who currently do 

not find it appropriate but will in the future. This information of which you speak falls 

within that same situation as does any information. 

 

It would do no harm to introduce this to the library. 

 

There is no harm in presenting any information. If an entity is meant to read some other 

source, then that is appropriate. We have no concerns of what you might refer to as 

contradictions in information coming through. We are not at all concerned of that, and if 

you want to introduce information, then it is appropriate to do so. 

 


